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3زبان   درس: شماره دانش آموز: دقیقه    60    مدت پاسخگويی:    

نام خانوادگی: نام و سرمدی  طراح سؤال:  4  تعداد صفحات:   
  52   تعداد سؤاالت: ساعت شروع آزمون: پايه و رشته:
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به حروف:.....................نمره   

 

 نام و امضاء مصحح:

 

 Vocabulary 
 

 

A Guess a suitable word for each sentence using the following pictures. 
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1- I like to feed ………………………. in the winter. 

2- The old woman enjoys taking care of her ……………………. 

3- There may be a simple explanation. Let’s not ……………………. conclusions.  

4- ……………….......technique helps students decode, pronounce, and understand unfamiliar words. 

 

 

B Fill in the blanks using the words given. ( There is one extra word)   

 

               acronyms - compilation - highlights - inspiration - beneficial - distinguished - issue        

  

5. His last book is, however, a mere …………....................  with no value. 

6. Shajariyan was a …………............…. singer in our traditional music. 

7. Health care could become a critical ………….........…… in political debate. 

8. ……………....………..  are words which are formed from the first letters of other words.  

9. He …………………….…… his remarks with dramatic gestures.   

10. We can assure you that by doing so, it will be ………..............………. to all aspects of your life. 
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C Match the words from column A with the definition in column B. (Collocation) 
 

     A                                                                         B  

11. in combination                                              a. a flu 

12.  jump to a                                                        b. exercise 

13. take                                                                  c. a look 

14. regular                                                             d. a rest 

15. catch                                                                e. with 

16. have                                                                 f. conclusion 

 

1.5 

D Fill the blanks with your own words. 

 

17. We were asked to show ……………..…………… at the airport check-in. 

18. ……….……... is a book containing facts about different subjects, or detailed facts about one subject. 

19. Question …………..…………...  is a reading comprehension strategy. 

 

1.5 
 

E Choose the best answer. 

 

20.  Our culture and heritage brings us a sense of ……………. of our past.   

a. moral                             b. principle                            c. identity                           d. value                 

21. When you recognize prefixes and suffixes, you can ……... out the meaning of many new words. 

a. work                               b. suppose                             c. put                                   d. recommend  

22. Advertising on the internet hasn't ………….. our sales as much as we thought it might. 

a. counted                           b. boosted                             c. selected                            d. founded 

23. There is an …………… difference between the two sisters in their approach to life. 

a. commercial                     b. potential                           c. artificial                           d. essential 

24. Thank you for your donation. It was very generous of you." Generous" is closest to …… 

a. sick                                  b. famous                             c. medical                             d. helpful 

25. The younger ………………. doesn’t seem to be interested in politics. 

a. heritage                            b. generation                        c. memory                            d. childhood 
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 Grammar  

A Use the correct form of the given words in parenthesis in the blanks. 

 

26. The patient is …………….…… prepared for the major operation. (to be) 

27. My uncle had to  .............................  an expensive car, didn't he? (buy) 
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B Read the words and sentences,  and then fill in the blanks. 

 

28 .Nobody was asked to help the poor, .....................................? 

29. The woman's offered a good job, ..................................? 

30. Amir cut the old tree. 

The old tree ............................................................ 

3.5 
 



 

 

 

won't / the book / the wrier / write / soon. 

31.  Active: ………………………………………………………………. 

 

32. Passive: ………………………………………………………………. 

C Combine the two sentences with and, but, or or so. 

 

33. Mehrdad has a lot of books. He never reads them. 

................................................................................... 

34. This shirt is not comfortable. My father rarely wears it. 

............................................................................... 
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D Choose the best answer. 

 

35. Let's try and do the exercise again, ...................? 

a. will you                          b. won't you                              c. shall you                              d. shall we 

36. A: Can we take this road ?          B: No, it.............. 

a. is repaired                      b. is being repaired                   c. is repaired                    d. has been repaired 

37. A: Why is he upset and disappointed?     B: Because he is tired of ………………….. 

a. ignoring                          b. being ignored                       c. to be ignored                       d. ignored 

38. The poor was hungry ,.........  he didn't have any money ,.............he decided to buy only a little bread 

instead of a full meal. 

a. but- or                            b. and-and                                 c. but- so                                  d. so- but 
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 Writing 
 

 

A Unscramble the words. Then use them in the following sentences. 

 

39. Dr. Gharib was a famous yiphcisan. (…..….....)              

 40.   He uses a ngfmaiygni glass to read tiny print. (…………..) 

41. I circled the dictionary tyrne for the word ‘purpose’. (.......................) 
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B Answer to the following question. (give five tips) 

 

                             How can you use a dictionary effectively? (regarding the reading of lesson 2) 

42 . ............................................................................................................................................................. 

........................................................................................................................................................... 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2.5 
 

 Reading 

 
 

A 
 

Cloze Test: Read the passage and then fill in the blanks with choices 
 

Hafez-e Shirazi is …43…. as one of the greatest poets of all time. When he was a child he memorized 

Quran by listening to his father’s …….44..…. of it. He is mostly known and ……45…... for a special 

type poetry that is called Ghazal. All his poems ….….46…… in a book which is called Divan. Hafez is 

said to be the …47 ….. for many people and poets around the world such as Goutte German poet.  

2.5 
 



 

 

43- a. ignored                          b. defended                         c. regarded                           d. generated 

44- a. evaluation                     b. recitation                        c. interpretation                   d. corruption 

45- a. prevented                      b. celebrated                       c. deserved                           d. related 

46- a. be collected                    b. collected                         c. collect                                d. are collected 

47- a. protection                      b. creation                          c. inspiration                        d. definition 

B 
 

Read the passage and then answer the questions: 

 
Why is music important? Although math and sciences are important subjects for students to learn and 

master, music is also crucial for students to achieve a well-rounded education. Here are 6 reasons from 

20. 

1. Musical training helps develop language and reasoning: Students who have early musical 

training will develop the areas of the brain related to language and reasoning. The left side of the 

brain is better developed with music, and songs can help imprint information on minds. 

2. A mastery of memorization: Even when performing with sheet music, student musicians are 

constantly using their memory to perform.  

3. A sense of achievement: Learning to play pieces of music on a new instrument can be a 

challenging, but achievable goal. Students who master even the smallest goal in music will be 

able to feel proud of their achievement.  

4. Emotional development: Students of music can be more emotionally developed, with empathy 

towards other cultures. They also tend to have higher self-esteem and are better at coping with 

anxiety. 

5. Music builds imagination and intellectual curiosity: Introducing music in the early childhood 

years can help foster a positive attitude toward learning and curiosity. Artistic education develops 

the whole brain and develops a child’s imagination. 

6. Music can be relaxing: Students can fight stress by learning to play music. Soothing music is 

especially helpful in helping kids relax. 

48. How can music develop language and reasoning?  

 

49. How can music give children a sense of achievement? 

 

50. Why can introducing music in childhood be helpful? 

T / F 
51. Stress in kids will be lowered by listening a soothing music. 

52. Sheet music doesn’t do so much for students’ memory.                                        Good Luck 
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